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SHOP WINDOW
Bike shops are still looking spartan but shiny new
products are on their way. Dan Joyce picks a selection

Show goes
on (in 2022)

Bike shows will be
back. London's Cycle
Show is now scheduled
for 22-24 April 2022.
cycleshow.co.uk
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PassPixi £5.50+
Ride with a Cycliq, GoPro
or other camera and want
drivers to know that? This
stick-on or magnetic (£8.99)
speed camera logo for
your backpack or pannier is
unambiguous. passpixi.com
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Etnic Adventure
Trike Hub Drive
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€2,695+
New to me, Etnic’s upright
tadpole trikes are for adults
with mobility or balance
issues. The range includes
fat trikes, folding trikes, city
trikes, and adventure trikes,
both unpowered and electric.
etnnic.com/en
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The 1× version of Shimano’s
GRX gravel groupset,
which has a 110BCD fourbolt asymmetric chainset,
is usually limited to 40t or
42t chainrings. Wolf Tooth’s
compatible rings now go
down to a pedallier 36t.
wolftoothcomponents.com

Lezyne Sport
Gravel Drive £70
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Good for touring and
commuting tyres too, this
pump is optimised for putting
less than 100psi into 32mm
or wider rubber rather than
150psi into track tubs.
lezyne.com
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CamelChops
Blimp X VX-21 £40

Made to order in Scotland
like the other colourful
CamelChops bags, the Blimp
X VX-21 bar bag uses tough,
waterproof fabric. Capacity is
3.1 litres and it’s 250mm wide
camelchopsgear.co.uk

Wolf Tooth 36t
GRX chainring £77

Shimano Linkglide
cassettes £62.99+

Aimed at e-bikers but not
exclusively, Linkglide brings
harder-wearing, heavier
cassettes to 1×11 Deore XT
and 1×10 Deore. Sadly, it's not
backwards compatible so
you’ll also need a Linkglide
shifter (£33.99+) and derailleur
(£49.99+). shimano.com
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Endura Women’s
Pro SL EMG
Bibshort £129.99

If you suffer from saddle
soreness, Endura’s new
bib-shorts have a 90-day
satisfaction guarantee. The
pad, designed with physio
Phil Burt, went through 250
iterations in testing. XS-XL.
endurasport.com
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More online
Check out our in-depth
reviews of the latest bikes and
gear online at:
cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice
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